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Abstract:
From the beginning, the conception of the map for my senior project followed a
personal motivation. Rebecca’s Adventure Map: 2014 documents locations and paths of
my own interest within the Twin Cities that I found to be of importance to me. The
intention was to make a map for my own use to document my adventures and the places I
have explored. Due to its autobiographical and dynamic nature, the map is always
changing and growing with the additions of new adventures and interests. It became a
document that I use to plan out my next adventures and catalog places that people
recommended to me.
Design is important in the creation of my adventure map in order to have an
effective presentation of its contents. I made the map using the online Google Maps
platform and had to deal with the potentials and the restrictions that the software
provided. I chose to use Google Maps because it has a simple user interface, but offers
possibilities to learn its more complicated functions and use them. However, Google
Maps doesn’t provide the same amount of flexibility as other online map making
software for making multiple layers and altering label placement. Overall, using Google
Maps was a successful way to produce an effective map for my purposes and had enough
flexibility to fulfill my creative process.

Conceiving the Adventure Map:
The idea for Rebecca’s Adventure Map: 2014 arose from Rebecca’s Campus
Map: Fall 2013, which I had produced for a course I was taking at the University of
Minnesota under Professor Francis Harvey. The intent of the course project was to make
a clear, well designed online map that illustrates our personal points of interest on
campus during that current semester (Harvey, 2013). Participatory mapping and creating
a mental map is a common exercise within geographic and cartographic disciplines as a
way to approach discovering the world around us. Creating my Campus Map in Digital
Planet was a very enjoyable reflective experience of my lifestyle. I found it very
enlightening to visualize my activities through spatial patterns and to conceptualize my
interactions with the Twin Cities Metro Area. It was out of that enjoyment and interest of
my Campus Map that I realized I could take the map several steps further both in scope
and in content. I could apply the mental map of my spatial patterns to the entire Twin
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Cities Metro Area, and rather than constricting it to only that current semester, I could
include all of my activities and see the patterns since moving to the Twin Cities in 2009.
The prospect excited me. My experiences in the Twin Cities Metro Area were
much richer compared to growing up in a small town in Utah. Rebecca Solnit remarks on
the phenomena in which an individual would find that “after living in a homogenous rural
place… every building seemed to open onto a different world” (Solnit, 2010). I realized
that by creating an “Adventure Map” I could document most of my experiences within
the Twin Cities, or at least prioritize the ones that are worth mentioning. It would be an
effective way to organize my memories, and make them easier to look back on and
remember. It could also be proven useful for me to refer to when I am thinking of places
to suggest to my friends and family or people who are visiting. I was interested in seeing
what I would learn about myself and my spatial patterns by drawing it out on a map.
Solnit describes in Infinite City how every individual residing inside a city possesses his
or her own map of the place including amities, transit routes and resources. She continues
to say, “each of these citizens contains multiple maps: areas of knowledge… remembered
histories and facts… the map of everyday activity versus the map of occasional
discovery, the past versus the present” and that these living maps are a wealth of
information about the “co-existing differences” within a city (Solnit, 2010). This concept
is a widely established idea amongst Geographers including Kevin Lynch, and Marianna
Pavlovskaya (Lynch, 1960 and Pavlovskaya, 2004). I wanted to create my own individual
map and to see what it had to offer me.
My intention is to make an effective map of all the places of personal interest
within Minneapolis and St. Paul since my moving here in 2009 to the present. I knew that
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I need the map to be successful in communicating my lifestyle patterns, interests,
experiences and my own reflections so that I can use it to develop further analysis. Kraak
and Brown stressed the importance of stylistically developing a map so that “they [the
cartographer] simplify selection but at the same time they put, when well designed, the
remaining information in clear perspective” (Kraak and Brown, 2003). This improves
upon the initial information because “they reveal spatial relations and patterns and offer
the user insight in and an overview of the distribution of particular phenomena” (Kraak
and Brown, 2003). Making my Adventure map would be a practice in online cartographic
design while working with my own original data.
While making this map, I intended for the user audience to be me. I made this
map for myself, for my own documentation and for my own use. Even though I intended
for the map only to be seen by my eyes, it ended up being shared with others. Usually
people that I am really close to or people who have helped shape my adventures. But it
has also been shared with my professors and a large part of my local GIS community.
While I find this development of my personal map becoming available to others as ironic,
it is also an example in which map making is primarily a form of communication, and
maps will always be used to communicate. This ability for me to make my own map for
myself is largely due to the “democratization of cartography” in which “no longer does
the map user depend on what the cartographer decides to put on a map. Today the user is
the cartographer… and users are now able to produce analyses and visualizations at will”
(Morrison, 1997). I wouldn’t have the ability to produce a map with my own content and
design, without relying on a professional cartographer if map making tools were not as
widely available as they are now.
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Platform and Process:
I used the GoogleMaps mapping platform, primarily because it is the same
platform I used for my Campus Map. I had found my previous experience with the
platform very user friendly and relatively simple to work with. It was a platform readily
available to me, it did not require purchasing software (an investment I was not
personally interested in making at the time). It has also had readily available platforms in
which I could edit and add to the map via mobile or my desktop computer. GoogleMaps
also has the largest userbase and therefore is the easiest to share amongst my non-GIS
familiar friends and family. A GoogleMap wouldn’t be nearly as intimidating to my
parents as much as a specifically GIS designed software map would be.
I began creating my Adventure Map by brainstorming and collecting data. I
gathered locations of interest from my memory and dropped balloon points on each and
simply named them. This process was relatively time intensive in that I didn’t remember
everything all at once, and it required that I kept returning to the map with more locations
of interest that I had remembered about. I had easily 50 or 60 points in the first month or
so, and kept adding more points I remembered as time went on while I continued with the
project. At this time I have 107 points.
Once I had enough points to work with, I began organizing them. I decided to
organize my points of interest dependent upon the type of interest they were. I created
four categories: Eateries, Shops, Art, or Outdoors. Each category was designated a
different color, Food was Yellow, Shops were Red, Art was Purple, and Outdoors were
Green. My start up points can be seen in Figure 1, which illustrates my points and the
colors representing each category. These category titles were what I worked with while
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making my map, but at one point I didn’t like the names anymore and brainstormed some
more interesting and poetic titles including: Remarkable Eateries, Curious Shops,
Splendid Outdoors, and Artistic Scenes.
I also tried to organize them by whether or not they were seasonal, year-round and
by their importance, but it became too complicated. I attempted to do this by using shapes
in conjunction to the colors already chosen for the types, but the combination of shapes
and colors created too many visual elements for the points and overcrowded the map as
seen in Figure 2. Brewer describes in her Guide for GIS users: Designing Better Maps
that multiple intricate point symbol shapes will overwhelm even the most diligent legend
readers (Brewer, 2005). While I was okay with sacrificing the representation of seasonal
or year round points, I found I still cared for ranking importance to each point and my
experiences there. I ended up creating a system of importance by singling them out and
giving them a star shape within their given color categories, all other non-ranked points
had simple dot points. I was also sure to make sure that the starred locations had truly a
bigger importance to my experience of the Twin Cities, so that the stars would stand out
as a minority rather than the majority.
Each point was then given basic information: a name, a description and an image.
The description is a short blurb about the place speaking to my memories and why I
appreciated it in my adventures. The image illustrates the place mark and brings a visual
reality to the point. I considered both the description and image to be important details to
the map. The pop-up bubble for one of my points: the “Jawahirr Bellydance Studio” can
be seen in Figure 3. As I added this information, I realized some images needed to come
from outside sources since I did not personally have the photographic data for every
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single point on my map. Therefore, I needed to add a corresponding new data section in
each point for the image credit.
It was from this concern that I began exploring the GoogleMaps platform to find
some sort of feature that would enable me to add more information. What I found was the
spreadsheet feature, which had not been available in my earlier projects with
GoogleMaps. The spreadsheet feature enabled me to add a new column for all the image
sources, thus resolving the issue. From there I decided to add further information to each
data point since the option was now available to me. This new information I added to
each point included which neighborhood each point was located in and the type of
category I had already assigned to the point (shops, eateries, outdoors or arts). This can
be seen in Figure 4, where I have provided a small section of the spreadsheet. Because
the spreadsheet feature was accidental in coming across it, I really didn’t think through
how to organize it or plan what sort of information I wanted to put into it. Hence,
working with the spreadsheet was very erratic, inefficient and a process of trial and error
that was very time consuming. For example, I added in the neighborhoods of each point
when I found the spreadsheet feature because I felt like I needed to group my points
spatially. However, my definition of a “neighborhood” went from being very broad to
very specific and suddenly the category in the spreadsheet had each official neighborhood
in it, but it really didn’t accomplish my desire for adding the neighborhood data in the
first place. I didn’t realize this until after I went through and researched all 100 point’s
neighborhoods.
At this time, I was getting a little overwhelmed with managing my data points. All
100 points were listed on the side bar that was very difficult to maneuver and utilize. I
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was frustrated with managing my data points and couldn’t really move forward in making
my map until I had found a resolution to organizing my data. The GoogleMaps layering
feature restricts how many layers you can have on your map (at the time I was restricted
to 3 layers), and thus made it so I could not organize each type of point into a separate
layer. All my points where located on one layer and could not be organizes except the
order in which I had plotted them. My resolution to my problem came about accidentally,
as I messed around with the GoogleMaps features and found a way to combine the points
into categories based off of information in the spreadsheet. My organized points can be
seen in Figure 5.
Once my concerns with managing my data points where resolved, I had half the
mind to analyze my points on the map enough to realize that the points had a correlating
spatial shape to them. These shapes followed specific paths that I took in my life style,
primarily bus routes and bike routes that I frequented. I began drawing these paths with
the GoogleMaps path feature and illustrated how all my points were connected. My bike
paths tended to follow park areas in the cities and led to many locations of my interests
that are primarily outdoors. The bus route illuminated the areas in which I had explored
and experienced different eateries and shops. My walking paths illustrated how well I
knew the areas in which I have lived. I have provided examples of a bike path, a bus path
and a walking path in Figures 6, 7 and 8 respectfully. I began analyzing how all these
paths of interest influenced where my points would be. For example, my daily bus routes:
if I was exposed the area due to a bus route I took frequently, I had more experiences and
adventures there. I noticed by adding all my main bus routes to the map I could connect
the majority of, if not all of my adventures.
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I found that I had to be precise in which type of paths I included. Too many paths
that were not important to my experiences would clutter my map and take way from the
paths that were insightful. Lindgaard, Brown and Bronsther remark in their article,
Interface Design Challenges in Virtual Space that map space needs to be used efficiently
and should only include the data that is relevant to the topic, so to not distract the
observer from the main goal of the map (Lindgaard, Brown, and Bronsther, 2005). The
bus routes I chose to include on this map were only routes that I frequented during
periods of time while living in the Twin Cities. Routes that I have not taken, or routes
that I rode only once were not included on the map since they did not pertain to my own
experiences. The biking paths I chose where ones of recreation, rather than the few types
of paths that I had used as commutes at some point in time. My recreational paths where
more likely to explain and add to my adventures as I was more relaxed and taking in my
surroundings. My very few experiences with commuting via bike have not always been
successful and are rare in occasion. During these times I would be far too focused on
getting to my destination on time rather than taking a look around me and observing the
city. The walking paths I chose where according to either walks that I took regularly or a
few paths in which I may have only traveled once but it was very memorable in my
adventure.
Designing these paths where considerably simpler compared to designing my
point. The train paths were given the thickest of lines since I considered them to be my
main arteries of exposure to the city at times. Bus paths where given the next thickest,
followed by bike paths and walking paths as the thinnest. Line weight (also known as
thickness) is discussed in Designing Better Maps as a tool to represent different values; in
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this case my value is typical speed of movement (Brewer, 2005). Each path was also
color coded, walking paths are maroon, bike paths are purple and bus paths are dark blue.
Train paths were given two different colors coinciding with the names the train routes are
known by (The Blue line and the Green Line).
With both points and paths plotted on my map, I started considering the overall
color choices and composition of the map, which also included choosing the background.
I knew I didn’t want the Classic GoogleMap’s background, because it was far too intense
with its color choices and took away from the colors of my points and paths. Within
Designing Better Maps Brewer suggests the use color association for qualitative value
schemes and to stay clear of excess color variables on the map (Brewer, 2005). I ended
up choosing a background with much less color involved, the simple Terrain map that
GoogleMaps offers. It has a cool grey background darker grey with textures for the
terrain, green for green areas, blue for water and the roads included as white, with the
highways the darkest shade of grey. It makes a great background for my paths and points
to pop. I made sure to keep the range of colors that I used for the map features small as
well, so the colors wouldn’t overwhelm the map. I recycled the same colors for the
different types of features so that points and paths had the same colors being used in its
different representations.
It became apparent while completing the map that there were some additional
points that where necessary for the map that didn’t fit into the four categories I had
already created. I needed the locations in which I have lived since moving to the Twin
Cities. Especially since during the five years I have lived here I have lived in six
locations. Because I moved around so often while living in the Twin Cities, I was
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exposed to and explored many areas really well just from the nature of living there. While
adding those six extra locations wasn’t a big deal, it did change the dynamic of the map
in a way, where walking paths suddenly started from a home, as did my bus routes. It
brought a little bit more of connecting features surrounding those six points. I chose navy
blue stars to represent the locations of my homes, as not to add additional colors or
shapes that were not already represented on the map.
I thought about adding points for Bus Stops on my Bus Route paths, especially
since the Bus Stop where a constant aspect involved in my adventures. But the amount of
bus stops that I would have included would over crowd the map and drown out all the
important locations I adventured. This, as I mentioned before, would distract the
observers from the main intention of the map (Lindgaard, Brown and Bronsther, 2005). I
considered only using the main bus stops I used daily as it could provide extra
information on the areas I know better and where I was more likely to explore while
waiting for my daily bus routes. However, because my daily paths changed so often
because of all the locations I lived in, it would take up more space and data than would
provide new information.
Another type of point that had always existed on the map just was never officially
recognized was the locations in which I planned to have adventures at in the future, but
have not already done so. These points are places that where recommended to me by
friends and family (especially if the topic of my adventure map was brought up) or
otherwise places that I have seen on commutes but have yet to go and explore. I gave
these points a category and called it “Not Adventured Yet” and labeled them with navy
blue circle points. While they didn’t add anything special to the map in particular their
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importance comes from the fact that this map is very dynamic and changes with my
experiences.
Process Difficulties:
While GoogleMaps is a very simple to use platform, it still has its draw backs and
there were several areas in which I found GoogleMaps to be lacking for my project.
GoogleMaps wasn’t very forgiving with its layers. I already mentioned how GoogleMaps
restricted how many layers you could have on your map but there was another difficulty
working between the layers. If you made a point or a path on a specific layer,
GoogleMaps did not have an ability to move that object to a different layer. It wasn’t the
worst problem to deal with in any means, but if you accidentally selected a layer, and
started drawing new path, you had to erase it and redraw it on the correct layer, which of
course was a pain.
GoogleMaps also didn’t handle labeling objects very well. There was only one
aspect you could adjust to labeling: turning it off or on. There was no way to choose what
aspects you wanted to label or which ones you did not want to label. You could only label
the entire layer, or do not label it at all. There wasn’t a way to turn off the labels
completely once you have zoomed out to a specific level (which was a huge pain because
then the labels created a wall of text covering the majority of the map). Cartographic
rules have been designed for the use of labeling point features in order to “place labels
legibly, without overlap, and with good visual association between features and labels”
(Kern and Brewer, 2008). There was constant overlap on densely point populated areas,
and no way to manage it unless you zoomed in to the highest extent. GoogleMaps also
does not have a feature that could adjust the labels whether it was to the left, right, on top
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or on bottom. Freeman and Ahn state that “the most desirable position of a point-feature
name is to the right and slightly above the feature” (Freeman and Ahn, 1984). Labels
made the map more difficult to read and work with, so I opted out of using them even
though labels used in the correct way could have worked very well for my map.
Reflection:
I learned a lot about myself and my spatial interaction with the Twin Cities Metro
Area from the process of making this map. Some of the information I found was
expected, others were welcomed surprises. The map presented not only the areas that I
have explored, but it also visualized the areas in which I had not yet discovered. Solnit
observes that while a city may not be infinite in its nature, it is practically inexhaustible
for an individual to experience (Solnit, 2010). I found this true in my own experiences,
before making this map I thought I had a complete understanding of Minneapolis, but
creating this map has proven to me that there is plenty more to discover and understand.
Clearly knowing the areas in which I have not explored is useful to me for future uses, in
order to find new areas to adventure to. The map visualized my patterns not only in
exploring areas around my regular paths, but also areas stemming from around my
homes. It also spoke to the nature of the city and accessibility via public transit in a very
individualized example. It shows the areas I am more likely to adventure to, and what
aspects make my accessibility restricted. For example, while highways are usually modes
of very strong movement and accessibility, in my map the highways serve as a barrier.
Another barrier that restricts my adventures would be the Mississippi River, which is a
classic example of a physical barrier and to be expected.
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My Adventure map proved itself to be a very dynamic map. Dynamic maps are
constantly changing and incorporate many different time periods layered within the map
(Kraak and Brown, 2003). My adventure map has never stopped growing, whether I
remember more past experiences or having some new ones, I am always adding more
landmarks and paths to the map. Whenever people recommend places for me to visiting, I
would add those to the map too-a way to documents future adventures as well as past
adventures. This map will never be complete. While it documents my memories, it also
illustrates the areas that I plan to explore in the future, and will be used to further my
experiences in the Twin Cities. That is the main reason why it is important that the title of
my adventure map includes the year, since it will change in the years to come.
Did I achieve what my intentions where for my adventure map? I would say
undeniably so. It has functioned as an incredible resource and journal for me. It is
effective in communicating for the purpose it was designed for. For as many memories,
years, and experiences that I situated onto this map, it isn't visually overwhelming. I
found that the experience in making this map provided me with a benefit of getting more
from the reflective experience of revisiting memories. And in that aspect alone it fulfilled
my desire to make it.
It is important to mention the risk that is involved in making this map. Personal
information on the internet always has risk involved, no matter how many privacy
settings there are. The Federal Bureau of Investigation suggests for citizens not to post
heavy amounts of personal information on the internet because of this reason, since heavy
privacy settings can be breached personal information can be inadvertently leaked (FBI,
2015). But I came to the personal conclusion that making this map is similar to the risk
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involved when writing a journal in a notebook. The journal can always be found and used
against you. The difference is that on the internet there is larger number of potential
people who could have access to this map. I knew about the risk while working on my
Campus Map in class, before I even conceived the idea to make this map. The relevant
part is that I still chose to create this map anyway. I came to the conclusion that making
this map was interesting enough that it was worth the risk. However, it is important to
understand the risk involved in any project like this.
Further Development
One of the most blatant failures for my map in portraying my experience with the
Twin Cities is that while map does present a great deal of my positive experiences, it
does not portray any of my negative ones. One of the biggest additions that I am
interested in adding to my map is adding that third un-used layer, and presenting negative
aspects on there. Putting those experiences on separate layers is important and useful to
me because while the negative places would bring a lot of new information to the map, I
don't want them to be "required" for the map. My enjoyment of making the map was
reflecting on my good times and not focusing on the bad ones. I wouldn’t want that focus
to shift much.
As I had mentioned earlier, my lack of planning when using the spreadsheet
feature disabled me from using it to its highest extent. I missed opportunities in which I
could have recovered the information I had imputed earlier and had to remove. An
example of this is the information was whether or not each point was seasonal or year
round as a visual representation. I could have taken that information and directly inputted
it into the spreadsheet as I removed the map representations: information that is still
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considered very useful at the project. Instead I remembered there was a need for the
information several months later, forcing me to go back and redo that work for the second
time. I also could have taken better advantage of the spreadsheet feature and developed it
further.
I would like to add more information and data to each point with the spreadsheet
feature, and not just the seasonal aspects of each point, but also the dates in which I first
explored and found a location, and the date in which I mapped it. These dates are not
something I can remember as easily since some locations where visited 5 or so years ago
or I just didn’t remember the exact timing of them. Making note of when I mapped it
would also be a welcomed addition, but not as easy to go back and add to past events
since I no longer remember when I mapped them and made no notes at the time. I feel as
though keeping a record of the growth of the map could also be useful in the future,
especially the larger the map becomes.
Other aspects that I would like to improve on would be further developing how I
handled bus routes. In my map I included the entire route of the bus in which I had
ridden, even if I did not use the entirety of the route myself. This could be considered unnecessary information since it does not accurately portray my actual movement.
However, the bus routes that I did not ride could also be useful information when
compared to the routes that I did ride frequently. This information could be useful as a
way to delve into the areas that I have not already explored.
Conclusion:
When I shared this project at the MN GIS/LIS Consortium in October of 2014, I
presented this in mind to create an outline for other people to create an experience like I
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had making this very personal map. I shared it with them so they could take the idea and
make their own. Rebecca Solnit also prompted for viewers to go beyond her map and
map their own lives (Solnit, 2010). The amount of feedback I received from my
presentation was unreal. I had an individual tell me that she was so excited to try this out
for herself as a form of journaling since she had never been successful at writing a journal
down for herself. She was interested in the idea because she found herself to be a very
visual person and would appreciate the visual aspects of journaling in the form of a map.
Even the process in which this Adventure map became my senior project seems a little
incredible to me. I never thought that this map could be anything special to other people.
It was a neat idea that was exciting for me, and suddenly everyone else was excited about
it too. After working on this map for so long and talking about it so much, I’ve began to
realize how this map is taking a very old process in a new platform and seizing an
opportunity never available before. It’s a relatively simple idea, but with a lot of
potential. For every individual who maps out their own experience with a city, a plethora
of information becomes available about what sort of resources are available and what
aspects of the city forms their daily experiences (Solnit, 2010). And so this is the
information I have to offer about how the Twin Cities shape my experiences, these are
my adventures.
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Apendix: Figures:

Figure 1. Original Points and their Color Categories

Figure 2. An example of too many elements in point features
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Figure 3.An Example of the Pop-up Bubble: Jawahirr Bellydance Studio

Figure 4. A sample of the Spreadsheet feature
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Figure 5. Points organized by Type

Figure 6. An Example of a Bike Route
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Figure 7. An Example of a Bus Route
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Figure 8. An Example of a Walking Route

Figure 9. Rebecca’s Adventure Map

